40' Gondola

Announced 8.30.19
Orders Due: 9.27.19
ETA: August 2020

Norfolk Southern

RND1886 HO 40' Gondola, NS #7201
RND1887 HO 40' Gondola, NS #7204
RND1888 HO 40' Gondola, NS #7207

Maine Central

RND1889 HO 40' Gondola, MEC #17077
RND1894 HO 40' Gondola, MEC #17059
RND1896 HO 40' Gondola, MEC #17103

Alaska Railroad

RND1897 HO 40' Gondola, ARR #13613
RND1898 HO 40' Gondola, ARR #13634
RND1899 HO 40' Gondola, ARR #13457

Great Northern

RND1930 HO 40' Gondola, GN #72165
RND1932 HO 40' Gondola, GN #72377
RND1934 HO 40' Gondola, GN #72492

Rio Grande

RND1935 HO 40' Gondola, DRGW #47127
RND1936 HO 40' Gondola, DRGW #47132
RND1937 HO 40' Gondola, DRGW #47139

Penn Central

RND1938 HO 40' Gondola, PC #509717
RND1939 HO 40' Gondola, PC #509791
RND2099 HO 40' Gondola, PC #509844

Monon

RND2038 HO 40' Gondola, MON #30061
RND2039 HO 40' Gondola, MON #30077
RND2046 HO 40' Gondola, MON #30003

Chicago & Eastern Illinois

RND2047 HO 40' Gondola, CEI #95317
RND2048 HO 40' Gondola, CEI #95353
RND2049 HO 40' Gondola, CEI #95364

All Road Names

PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:
Gondolas are low-sided railroad cars that are used for hauling bulky loads that don’t need protection from the weather. The Roundhouse 40’ gondola is representative of larger cars that began appearing on the rails in the early 1940’s, and many survive today working for modern roads and contractors.

MODEL FEATURES:
• Fully-assembled and ready to run out of the box
• Separately applied brake wheel
• Painted and printed for realistic decoration
• Machined metal wheels
• Weighted for trouble free operation
• 33” solid nickel silver wheels with RP25 contours operate on all popular brands of track
• Body mounted McHenry operating scale knuckle couplers
• Replacement parts available
• Minimum radius: 18”

$27.98 SRP

* Union Pacific Licensed Product